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Main Results

Project conclusion

• From an end user perspective, safety critical aspects
related with EVs vary in terms of type of interaction and
human involvement.
• The driver acts as a reasonable compensator for the
consequences of the tested electric powertrain failures.
• Battery cells can have intrinsic safety that can be exploited,
current battery technologies have a high level of safety,
vehicle design strategies that limit localised deformation and
crushing of batteries are important in all load cases.
• Existing rescue guidelines and equipment have been
reviewed and updated to address safe handling of electric
vehicles and their Energy Storage Systems after a crash.

The work performed under EVERSAFE spans from the study of user expectations towards safety
of EVs to the investigation of concrete passive and active safety issues.
Safety concerns regarding the utilisation of EVs were collected from potential users. In order to
use these findings to support the adoption of fully electric vehicles, it is important to consider that
consumer’s worries are not exclusively dedicated to system faults but relate also with system
limitations and system features.
The research efforts undertaken under the active safety area have classified potential failures on
an electric powertrain which are most likely to have a high impact on vehicle stability. Analysis
has revealed that, for the given testing conditions, humans act as reasonable compensators for
such failures contributing towards an improvement of vehicle dynamic stability.
Passive safety investigations have focused on the topics of crash compatibility and battery safety. The battery cells evaluated in the project have proven to be more resistant to abuse than expected indicating that current standards for electric vehicle components have already reached high
safety levels. Furthermore, the studied vehicle structures have shown a good level of protection
for high voltage batteries in crash situations. It was also concluded that the current guidelines for
vehicle rescue after crash require updates in order to better fit EV. With these needs in mind the
project has created a set of updated safe handling guidelines and recommended equipment for
rescue services.
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